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Abstract. This work shows how it is possible to orientate powder grain morphology characteristics 

through synthesis conditions both for as-synthesized powders (T = 115°C) and for calcined 

powders (T = 800 or 1100°C). The chosen example deals with the synthesis of fine yttria powders, 

using chemical methods. As a first point of interest, the preparation of the as-synthesized powder is 

discussed. A sol-gel method has been developed in which the chemical nature of the yttrium 

chelating agent and the [chelating agent/Y] relative concentration are the two main parameters. 

Depending on these conditions, very different grain morphologies were obtained, needles, platelets, 

gel-like, in relation to the chemical and structural composition of these precursor powders. The 

second point of interest deals with the morphology of the yttria powder obtained after thermal 

treatment of these precursors at high temperature. In some cases, the original morphologies were 

maintained all over the calcining treatment whereas chemical composition changes were large. 

Thermodynamics consideration are also proposed to explain the final grain evolution at 1100°C.  

This yttria study case shows that a "memory effect" can actually be observed all over a large 

temperature range when the synthesis conditions constrain enough the precursor grain formation 

from a chemical and structural point of view. 

Introduction 

Controlling more and more precisely the size and the shape of the grains during synthesis is still 

today a real concern. In the case of oxide powders, many works have also been realized in order to 

propose various methods to adjust grain shape and grain size [3-12]. In the solvothermal process, 

solvent, pressure, temperature and precursor nature can be set to tailor grain shape and size. In 

others works related to sol-gel processes, the authors point out the effects of concentration, pH, 

aging time and synthesis temperature (from room temperature to 250°C aging temperature) on the 

final powder morphology [9-11]. Matrix mediated synthesis [12] can also be mentioned in which 

grain morphology depends on the polymer used as a matrix. 

More precisely, concerning yttria synthesis, different routes have been studied. Thermal plasma 

processing allows a very good control of the size of the grain (around 20 nm) [13], whereas 

electrospray pyrolysis [14] leads to specific spheroidal shape and submicrometer size oxide particles 

(200 nm). Emulsion precipitation [15] also provides particles with spherical grain shape and 

submicronic particle size. Finally, hydroxide-gel precipitation method leads to submicronized but 

agglomerated yttria [16] while a sol-gel method is mentioned to give a friable oxide ash after 

calcination [17]. 

Now, only a few works can be mentioned concerning control of both size and shape of yttria 

powders in relation to the synthesis medium. In order to prepare spherical, monosized yttria 

particles, Sordelet and Akinc studied the effect of concentration and aging time [18] on particle 

morphology. It appeared that spherical grains can be obtained as long as the urea concentration was 

high enough while the shape of the grains can be influenced by the yttrium concentration and by the 



nature of the counter anion relative to yttrium. Another work also suggested that the chelating media 

could have an influence on structural characteristics of obtained yttria particles [17]. 

Since the main objective of our work deals with the control of both size and shape of yttria 

particles in order to prepare a sinterable powder, we were interested in sol-gel like methods. Indeed, 

previous works related to oxides pointed out the role of chelating media on the microstructural 

characteristics of the fine powders in the case of urea [18] or polyacrylic acid [17]. Therefore, we 

extended this approach to the synthesis of yttria in such a manner to investigate the effect of the 

chelating agent and its relative concentration on particle morphologies and size, even after high 

temperature calcination treatment.  

Experimental procedure 

Yttria powders have been synthesized by a chemical route involving various organic acids : 

acetic (C2H4O2), oxalic (C2H4O4), malonic (C3H4O4), tartaric (C4H6O6) and citric (C6H8O7). These 

compounds can act as chelating agents and present different characteristics such as carbon atom 

amount, carbonic chains length and “chelating claws”. Influence of their concentration on gel and 

powder characteristics has been studied : two different [chelating agent]/[Y] ratios (R) were 

considered, i.e. R = 2 and R = 20. pH was initially adjusted to pH = 2 in all cases. Organic acid was 

added to an yttrium nitrate solution until the chosen [chelating agent]/[Y] ratio was satisfied. The 

solution was then heated at 115°C for 12 hours leading to the formation of a gel. Resulting products 

were then heat treated at 800°C or 1100°C for 4h. in a flowing oxygen atmosphere. 

Results and Discussion 

Gel characterization 

XRD analysis of the materials obtained after heating at 115°C (named as precursor gel) showed 

that they contained at least one crystallized phase, excepted for the citric acid route. In fact, it is 

known that the formation of amorphous material is favored when citric acid is used as a chelating 

agent [19].The only pattern corresponding to a referenced phase was that of ammonium yttrium 

oxalate : YNH4(C2O4)2,H2O (JCPDS file n° 22-1047). All other crystallized phases were not known. 

It was checked that these phases did not correspond to starting compounds such as Y(NO3)3, or to 

salts coming from a basic combination of starting ions such as NH4NO3. Now, three new phases 

have been identified and their structure has been resolved : for the malonate route with R = 2, it 

leads to [Y(C3H2O4),(H2O)4],NO3 (R = 2), with R =  20 to [Y(C3H3O4)3,(H2O)2],3H2O (R = 20) and 

for the acetate route with R = 20, it yields [Y(CH3CO2)3,(H2O)2],[Y(NO3)3,(H2O)4],2H2O [20]. For 

other chelating agents, structures are still not determined but Infra-red and Raman complementary 

analyses have revealed low frequencies absorption bands that can be attributed to Y-O(belonging to 

the chelating agent) bonds [21].  

As a conclusion, all experimental observations suggest that the gelification process leads, 

excepted for the citric acid route, to crystallized phases, including both yttrium and the 

corresponding organic acid. It means that the organic acid and its relative concentration should play 

a key role in the powder synthesis and the growth process. 

Gel formation 

As a matter of fact, conditions of formation of gels strongly depend on the nature of the organic 

acid. In the case of tartaric and oxalic acids, white precipitates immediately appeared while the 

solutions remained limpid for many hours in the case of other chelating agents and presented quite a 

higher viscosity. 

Chelating agent geometry may be argued to account for these different behaviors. In the case of 

tartaric and oxalic acids, double chelating “claw” geometry may initiate quickly polymeric structure 

formation [22-23]. For other organic acids, only one chelating “claw” is acting (the other chelating 

functions that eventually exist only involve 4 atom-cycles and thus are not thermodynamically 

favored). Concerning gel viscosity, molecule geometry may, again, explain that behaviour 

differences. In the case of citric, malonic and acetic chelating agents, formation of the gel takes 



place by solvent evaporation during heating which likely lead to the formation of hydrogen bonds 

after reducing the solution volume [24]. This was confirmed by infrared spectra analyses which 

exhibited a 500 cm
-1

 broad absorption band around 3500-3000 cm
-1

 (O-H stretching) corresponding

to various length hydrogen bonds which bridge molecules and give a high viscosity to the gel 

precursor. On the other hand, in the case of oxalic and tartaric acids, only a sharp absorption band at 

3500 cm
-1

 was observed which was related to O-H bonds belonging to crystallized phases (e.g.

YNH4(C2O4)2,H2O) or to inter-chains or inter-planes bonds.  

Precursor gel morphology 

Precursor gel morphologies are illustrated in Fig. 1. No grain-like morphologies were observed 

for citric, malonic and acetic (R = 2) precursor gels. For the citric acid precursor gels (Fig. 1(e)), it 

corresponds quite well with its amorphous nature as revealed by XRD. For malonic (Fig. 1(b)) and 

acetic (R = 2) precursor gels, XRD and IR spectra (broad absorption band in the 3500-3000 range) 

also suggested a low cristallinity of these materials. As a consequence, no defined grain shape is 

expected. 

On the other hand, oxalic (Fig. 1(a)) and tartaric (Fig. 1(c) and (d)) routes leads to the formation 

of grains exhibiting very specific shapes such as platelets or needles depending on the chelating 

agent or the concentration ratio. Similar results have been found concerning rare earth oxalate and 

tartarate grain shape [25, 26]. Concerning the shape itself, a platelet or needle-like crystallite growth 

can be understood in relation to the oxalic acid specific conformation made of two opposite 

chelating functions in the same plane. Crystallite development is expected in chain or plane, 

alternating yttrium and chelating molecule while chains or planes are connected together by weaker 

bonds. Also, tartaric acid possesses many possibilities to chelate yttrium but only two of them 

involve a 6-atom cycle thermodynamically more stable than the other chelating cycles. These two 

chelation functions are in the same planar geometry than oxalic acid, which is therefore likely to 

induce plate or chain-like growth, so that macroscopic shape looks like platelets or needles. 

Differences in morphology observed between gel precursors with R = 2 and 20 ratios (tartaric acid 

Fig 1(c) and (d)) suggest that when acid concentration is in large excess, a complete 2D growth of 

particles is less favored than the needle shape growth. This observation appear in agreement with 

the easy formation of elongated grains during crystallization of pure tartaric acid.  

These experiments tend to show that the morphology of the precursor gels can be largely 

influenced by the nature of the chelating agent. Moreover, it can be noticed that the concentration 

ratio also plays a role in that shape formation process. 

Precursor gel decomposition 

Thermal treatment of precursor gels was always completed at 700°C. Of course, decomposition 

processes occurred in several steps that depended on the composition of the precursor gel. XRD 

analyses of the obtained powders showed that only cubic yttria was formed which lattice parameter 

corresponded to the theoretical one (JCPDS file n°86-1326). 

Yttria powder morphology 

Powder heat treated at 800°C 

As it can be seen on SEM micrographs of yttria powders (Fig. 1, column 2), quite different 

morphologies were obtained. As in the case of precursor gels (column 1), the nature and the R ratio 

appear to play a key role on the shape of these grains. Moreover, a very strong relationship can be 

noticed between precursor gel and yttria grain respective morphologies. Needles, platelet-shapes or 
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 absence of definite shape for a given precursor gel actually lead to the same morphology for the 

corresponding yttria powder. Such a so-called “pseudomorphism” is a rare phenomenon since large 

chemical and structural rearrangements take place during calcination and transformation of the 

precursor gel into the yttria powder. It has only been observed on doped oxysulfide compounds [31] 

or on alumina obtained by a sol-gel process [32]. It means that powder structuring during 

gelification is important enough to be maintained even after calcinations especially when grain 

aspect ratio is large. 

Powder heat treated at 1100°C 

The results are presented in Fig. 1, column 3. Two different behaviors can be observed. For the 

first one, (oxalic, tartaric with R = 2 and citric acid routes) no drastic morphological changes occurs 

between 800°C and 1100°C. For the second one (tartaric with R = 20 and malonic acid routes), 

grains obtained at 800°C break up into finer grains when heated at 1100°C. For the tartaric acid 

route (Fig. 1(d)), needles divide into primary particles; for the malonic acid route (Fig. 1(b)), the 

foam collapses into nanometric spherical grains and for the acetic acid route, platelets break into 

smaller pieces. Such behaviors could seem inconsistent with usual grain growth phenomena 

occurring when temperature increases. In fact, morphological evolution of such grain systems can 

be predicted quite precisely considering a simple thermodynamic analysis [33-35]. The 

morphological evolution of a polycrystalline grain such as a needle or a thin platelet can be analyzed 

in term of surface energy : Esurf = γs.As + γb.Ab where As is the grain surface area, Ab is the grain 

boundary area, γs is the surface energy and γb is the grain boundary energy. Then, depending on a 

grain aspect ratio parameter (thickness over length), the grain morphology evolves, according to the 

minimization of surface energy. Either a complete break up of the grain is observed for large aspect 

ratio, either only grain grooving is observed. In the case of malonic and acetic acid routes, a 

complete breaking phenomenon takes place for the powders calcined at 1100°C while for tartaric 

acid (R = 20), the grooving phenomenon is observed.  

Conclusion 

Through the study of yttria powder synthesis, the interest of controlled chemical route to 

obtained specific grain size and shapes has been shown. Moreover, it established a strong 

correlation between the morphological characteristics of the as obtained precursor gel and the final 

yttria powder corresponding to what is called a memory effect.  
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